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Welcome to the official REC Foundation Question & Answer system for Judging. All registered teams can ask for
official Judging interpretations and clarifications. This Q&A is the only source for official Judging clarifications,
and the clarifications made here by the REC Foundation Competition Judging Committee (CJC) are considered as
official and binding as the written Guide to Judging.
Please review the Judging Q&A Usage Guidelines before posting. This Q&A is only intended for specific
Judging questions for the VEX IQ Challenge, VEX Robotics Competition, and VEX U Competition.
Please review the current season Guide to Judging before posting.
For event, registration, or other competition support questions, please contact your REC Foundation
Regional Support Manager.
For questions related to game rules and interpretations, please navigate to the Official Game Q&A (VRC / IQ.
Click the back button in your browser, then click the VEX Q&A Forum button.
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Is This Starting Position Legal?

Hi, This is Owen Wang, a VEX IQ team coach. I have a question about the starting position in the skill challenge. If my
robot starts in the position below, is it legal? The driving base is within the starting position, and the arm is not touching

the the cube.

Answered by Competition Judging Committee

This Q&A is for Judging questions. Your question relates to game play and should be posted on the Official VIQC
Q&A Forum. Here is a link: www.robotevents.com/VIQC/2019-2020/QA
Hi, This is Owen Wang, a VEX IQ team coach. I have a question about the starting position in the skill
challenge. If my robot starts in the position below, is it legal? The driving base is within the starting
position, and the arm is not touching the the cube.

How to judge single student teams

I am asking this on behalf of a judge advisor in our community.
The judge guide uses plurality to describe the “students” on a team and uses language such as “multiple team members
contributed”. In many judge rooms the question is asked how to handle single student teams. I know home teams are
allowed to compete but it would be great if this could be addressed in the judge guide so it is clear what the REC’s intent
is with regards to the rubric and solo teams (homeschooled or otherwise). Should the language be interpreted as
student(s) and “all team member(s) contributed” or is the rubric attempting to intentionally penalize teams with only a
single member. I believe this will be an increasingly popular option for this upcoming season with COVID19 necessitating
more home teams should school districts not be able to compete and would appreciate it being clarified before the
season starts

Answered by Competition Judging Committee

'Team' is defined in the respective Game Manuals. 'Students' should be reasonably construed as 'team' and 'team
members' and, as such, single student teams should be considered as a team.

Remote Judging Questions

Can the event partner designate that all Digital Notebook submission must be submitted as a file type through Google
Forms (or something similar) instead of a team sending a link to their Google Doc?
Having the files submitted by Google Forms allows for the event partner and judge advisor to easily access the files for
judging through the Google Spreadsheet.
How are hard copies of digital notebook to be accepted? Should they be bond in a binder of some type? Or if the copies
are stapled together, is this an acceptable submission of hard copies?

Answered by Competition Judging Committee

Event Partners may use Google Forms to collect links and the other relevant information (e.g., team number,
organization name, coach email, etc.). However, Event Partners may not require all submissions to be a particular
file type (e.g., PDF only) as teams might use digital platforms that cannot be converted to a particular file type.
Printed copies of the Digital Engineering Notebook may be stapled, 3-hole punched and placed in a binder, or
otherwise secured.

Timestamps

Would the version history in a Google document satisfy the "confirmed time stamp" part of the design notebook rubric?

Answered by Competition Judging Committee

Would the version history in a Google document satisfy the "confirmed time stamp" part of the design
notebook rubric?
Yes.

Cross-region judge sharing

For states that will be running virtual skills events with virtual judging, can RECF help connect EPs and volunteers in
different states to set up cross-judging for virtual events to ensure impartiality? For example, we Colorado
coaches/EPs/parents would judge online tournaments in New Mexico, and they'd judge ours. As a side-benefit, you'd get
some "cross-pollination" in how teams operate/notebook/interview in the two regions.
This would also work for Head Refereeing for virtual skills events, if RECF can help us EPs find qualified volunteers in
other states.

Answered by Competition Judging Committee

For states that will be running virtual skills events with virtual judging, can RECF help connect EPs and
volunteers in different states to set up cross-judging for virtual events to ensure impartiality? For
example, we Colorado coaches/EPs/parents would judge online tournaments in New Mexico, and
they'd judge ours. As a side-benefit, you'd get some "cross-pollination" in how teams
operate/notebook/interview in the two regions.
This would also work for Head Refereeing for virtual skills events, if RECF can help us EPs find
qualified volunteers in other states.
There is no event region restriction for Judges or Judge Advisors. As long as they have read and understand the
Judge Guide and the Judge Guide Addendum and follow the standards in those documents, they may volunteer at
any event whether in-person or remote.
Questions regarding referees or refereeing should be directed to the Official Game Q&A.

Notebook Timestamps

A team took a picture of their notebook each day and submitted it to Google Drive folder. The team then compiled those
pictures into a single PDF with a link to the Google drive folder. Would that meet the timestamp requirement?

Answered by Competition Judging Committee

A team took a picture of their notebook each day and submitted it to Google Drive folder. The team
then compiled those pictures into a single PDF with a link to the Google drive folder. Would that meet
the timestamp requirement?
Yes.

Prerecorded interviews

Will prerecorded interviews be allowed for judged awards at events this season?

Answered by Competition Judging Committee

No. "Pre-recorded interviews" are not interviews. Judging interviews require the ability to interact with the student
team members about their design process and other elements of the awards criteria. A pre-recorded video lacks the
ability to ask follow up questions that are essential in determining the student-centered nature of the team's efforts.
Additionally, a pre-recorded video deprives students the opportunity to develop and demonstrate soft skills such as
adaptability and team collaboration.

Minimum Requirements for "Confirmed Time Stamps"

Students have brought to my attention many tools that they would like to use in the construction of a digital notebook this
season (iOS notetaking apps, MS Word, etc.) Instead of asking whether each individual tool produces what the judge
guide would view as "confirmed time stamps" I would like to understand what the minimum requirements are for a
"confirmed time stamp". To do this I would like to pose a simple example and ask if you could comment as to whether this
qualifies as a "confirmed time stamp"? If it does not, what would be required to make this a "confirmed time stamp"? The
intention here is to make sure that no team works all season on a notebook only to find out at a later event (perhaps out
of their region, at Worlds, etc.) that this important rule was interpreted differently.
My simple example is a text file, with entries dated as follow
=== BEGIN ENTRY === 9/10/2020 John Doe Page 1
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Maecenas molestie elit massa, sed commodo sapien fringilla et.
Praesent at lacus vulputate urna feugiat vestibulum eget quis felis. Fusce eu laoreet purus, ut convallis dolor.
Pellentesque lacus quam, accumsan non velit id, rutrum accumsan sapien. Vivamus luctus id libero in tristique. Integer
bibendum nec sem non interdum. Aliquam erat volutpat. Suspendisse potenti. Sed et urna justo. Aenean rhoncus urna
eget tortor venenatis, ut suscipit metus egestas. Pellentesque eros elit, viverra nec justo eget, placerat hendrerit arcu.
=== END ENTRY ===
To meet the requirements of being in PDF form this text file is converted to a PDF. To meet the requirement of being
available via a web browser, the PDF is shared via a link to dropbox.
I believe this meets the letter of what was described with the only interpretation requiring a ruling as to whether the
timestamp is "confirmed". Again, I am attempting to tease out the line of what is "confirmed" and what is "not confirmed"
so there is no misunderstanding as students choose tools to use in creating their notebook. Reading many VEX related
forums, the approaches being taken are all over the place with some going to great lengths and using multiple platforms
to ensure they meet this rule and others just hoping "dated entries" meets the requirement. Thank you for the clarification!

Answered by Competition Judging Committee

As your example relates to confirmed time stamps, this example would meet the requirements, assuming it is a
chronological entry. With respect to the requirements in the Judge Guide that should be met for all Engineering
Notebooks, each page should be dated and numbered in chronological order and include the name or initials of the
student author.
All coaches and students are encouraged to read the Judge Guide as it relates to the requirements of all engineering
notebooks and outstanding engineering notebooks as referenced on pages 17 and 18 of the Judge Guide dated
8/14/2020.

RoboNotebook Time Stamp

Will the time stamps provided by RoboNotebook be considered "time stamps that can be confirmed"?

Answered by Competition Judging Committee

Will the time stamps provided by RoboNotebook be considered "time stamps that can be confirmed"?
Yes.

End of Match Clarification

End of Match Clarification
When placing a scored object, the robot must clear (not be in contact with) a game element if either:
A) By the commencement (start) of the buzzer to be considered scored Or B) The end of the buzzer (The robot can
continue momentum at the onset and through the sound of the buzzer, but must be clear of an element by the termination
of it to be considered scored)

Answered by Competition Judging Committee

This Q&A is for Judging questions. Your question relates to game play and should be posted on the Official VIQC
Q&A Forum. Here is a link: www.robotevents.com/VIQC/2020-2021/QA
End of Match Clarification
When placing a scored object, the robot must clear (not be in contact with) a game element if either:
A) By the commencement (start) of the buzzer to be considered scored Or B) The end of the buzzer
(The robot can continue momentum at the onset and through the sound of the buzzer, but must be
clear of an element by the termination of it to be considered scored)

EPs have to be present for all judging?

In reviewing the EP guidelines for tournaments, it states: "EP has an approved Background Check on file. The EP is
required to be present at all times students are present. ? EP + Judges + Team + Team Adult for Judging Interviews ?
EP + Head Referee + Team + Team Adult for Robot Skills Runs".
As an EP, who is already needing to extend a one-day tournament to a two-day tournament just to serve 24 teams, with
inspections happening on an additional evening, this seems a lot to ask. What options do I have as an EP to NOT have to
be present for all judging interviews, since I would not be present for them during an in-person tournament?

Answered by Competition Judging Committee

In reviewing the EP guidelines for tournaments, it states: "EP has an approved Background Check on
file. The EP is required to be present at all times students are present. ? EP + Judges + Team + Team
Adult for Judging Interviews ? EP + Head Referee + Team + Team Adult for Robot Skills Runs".
As an EP, who is already needing to extend a one-day tournament to a two-day tournament just to
serve 24 teams, with inspections happening on an additional evening, this seems a lot to ask. What
options do I have as an EP to NOT have to be present for all judging interviews, since I would not be
present for them during an in-person tournament?
As related to Remote Judging, the Judge Guide Addendum states: "Two adults (18+ years old) who are not team
members must be present for the duration of the session. One adult must be the Event Partner or an event

administrator."
So an Event Partner can add one or more Event Administrators to be present during the remote judging interview.
All Event Administrators for events in the U.S. must have a completed background check. Contact your Regional
Support Manager for assistance adding Event Administrators or for assistance initiating the background check.

Division Level Awards and Qualifying Spots

When running an event with divisions, the current version of TM now defaults all awards to division level awards and
must manually be put back to event level awards. After running an event with divisions, it looks like robotevents can
handle division level awards for all events and correctly receive this information from TM. Is it possible for qualifying
events to use World's style award structures (judged awards for each division) rather than event wide awards for
qualifying awards? I know there would have to be an adjustment to qualifying awards based on the spot level assigned to
the event (i.e. both design awards given a qualifying spot, but robot skills champion not at a 5 spot event). I assume this
is a non-issue for non-qualifying awards.

Answered by Competition Judging Committee

This question is related to the Qualifying Criteria structure, not to judging or the judging process. Please reach out to
your Regional Support Manager for guidance on this question.

Can the EP representative in a remote judging session be a judge?

The judge guide addendum requires that an adult who is "the Event Partner or an event administrator" must be present in
the meeting environment during remote judging sessions. Q&A695 clarified that the event partner can add additional
event administrators who can fulfill this role during judging sessions.
Can the event partner designate the judge advisor or another judge to fulfill this role? Assume that the judge or judge
advisor in question:
a. is over 18
b. is also an event partner (but not the event partner for the event in question), and therefore has a completed
background check
c. has been added as an event administrator for the event in question
Assuming they met those criteria, would it be OK for the judge advisor or a judge to be the "event administrator" present
in the judging session?

Answered by Competition Judging Committee

Yes. As described, this would meet all of the requirements of the Judge Guide and Judge Guide Addendum.
The judge guide addendum requires that an adult who is "the Event Partner or an event administrator"
must be present in the meeting environment during remote judging sessions. Q&A695 clarified that the
event partner can add additional event administrators who can fulfill this role during judging sessions.
Can the event partner designate the judge advisor or another judge to fulfill this role? Assume that the
judge or judge advisor in question:

a. is over 18
b. is also an event partner (but not the event partner for the event in question), and therefore has a
completed background check
c. has been added as an event administrator for the event in question
Assuming they met those criteria, would it be OK for the judge advisor or a judge to be the "event
administrator" present in the judging session?

Judging At a Skills Only Event

We are hosting a live remote skills with remote judging event. Due to COVID-19 some teams that are registered for the
event may not be able complete their skills runs at our competition. Some registered schools are not allowed to
participate in any in-person extra-curricular activities at their respective schools. But they could attend a judging event.
Can these teams who are not competing in skills, still be eligible to particIpate for Judging and receIve judged awards?

Answered by Competition Judging Committee

We are hosting a live remote skills with remote judging event. Due to COVID-19 some teams that are
registered for the event may not be able complete their skills runs at our competition. Some registered
schools are not allowed to participate in any in-person extra-curricular activities at their respective
schools. But they could attend a judging event. Can these teams who are not competing in skills, still
be eligible to particIpate for Judging and receIve judged awards?
Teams must participate in the robot performance portion of the event to be considered for awards.

what would the score be?

If a team has two stackes of 3 in a completed row what would the score be?

Answered by Competition Judging Committee

If a team has two stackes of 3 in a completed row what would the score be?
This Q&A is for Judging questions. Your question relates to game play and should be posted on the Official VIQC
Q&A Forum. Here is a link: www.robotevents.com/VIQC/2019-2020/QA

whats the score on this?

can you tell me the score on this

Answered by Competition Judging Committee

can you tell me the score on this

This Q&A is for Judging questions. Your question relates to game play and should be posted on the
Official VIQC Q&A Forum. Here is a link: www.robotevents.com/VIQC/2019-2020/QA

Do VEX U teams need to have an adult on remote interviews since all are adults themselves?

Per the Judge's Addendum:
Two adults (18+ years old) who are not team members must be present for the duration of the session. These adults
include: o One adult must be the Event Partner or an event administrator. o The other adult must be the team’s Primary
Contact as listed in RobotEvents.com or designee. If the team is using an adult designee, the team’s Primary Contact
must provide the name, email address, and phone number of the designee to the Event Partner prior to the session or by
the deadline provided by the Event Partner.
Since VEX U students are themselves considered adults, do they need to have another adult that is not a team member
be present? Some VEX U teams will not even have an adult mentor or coach associated with the team.
Please advise.

Answered by Competition Judging Committee

Per the Judge's Addendum:
Two adults (18+ years old) who are not team members must be present for the duration of the
session. These adults include: o One adult must be the Event Partner or an event administrator. o The
other adult must be the team’s Primary Contact as listed in RobotEvents.com or designee. If the team
is using an adult designee, the team’s Primary Contact must provide the name, email address, and
phone number of the designee to the Event Partner prior to the session or by the deadline provided by

the Event Partner.
Since VEX U students are themselves considered adults, do they need to have another adult that is
not a team member be present? Some VEX U teams will not even have an adult mentor or coach
associated with the team.
Please advise.
A VEX U team member who is 18 years of age or older is considered the adult present. If there is only one VEX U
student on a team, a second person who is an adult must be present during the interview.

Confirmed Timestamp Scanned Paper Notebook

When a team scans in a paper bound notebook that would receive the five point bonus would that receive the 5pt bonus
in a virtual event?

Answered by Competition Judging Committee

From the Judge Guide posted at roboticseduction.org:
"Five (5) points if notebook is bound. If a Digital Engineering Notebook or a printed copy of one, five (5) points if the
entries contain a time stamp that can be confirmed."
In the case you presented, a scanned notebook that contains entries that can be confirmed (because the dates in
the bound notebook are sequential and contemporaneous), yes that notebook should receive the 5 pt bonus on the
Engineering Notebook Rubric.
When a team scans in a paper bound notebook that would receive the five point bonus would that
receive the 5pt bonus in a virtual event?

PDF Notebook Upload

if a notebook that was scanned in has a time stamp for when it was uploaded does that meet the requirement for " a
verifiable time stamp"?

Answered by Competition Judging Committee

Verifiable time stamps are related to when the time entries are made in the engineering notebook, not the time when
the notebook is uploaded. An example of a verifiable time stamp is a notebook where each page or entry in the
notebook contains a time stamp (date or time and date).
if a notebook that was scanned in has a time stamp for when it was uploaded does that meet the
requirement for " a verifiable time stamp"?

Eligibility for Excellence & Design Awards at Worlds LRT and LRS

Hi! My students asked me to inquire about the official eligibility requirements for Worlds LRT and LRS Excellence and
Design Awards. They looked into the judging documents and judges addendum but they haven't been officially updated
since August 2020 and I know there have been a lot of changes made to the Worlds events since then.
As of 2/22/21, are teams still required to win either the Excellence or Design Award at their Worlds Qualifying event
(example: States) in order to compete for Excellence and Design in their respective Worlds Tournaments?
I have included quotes of pre-qualification requirements as of the most recent update:
Prequalification: To be eligible for the Excellence Award at VEX Worlds, a team must have been awarded
the Excellence Award at an event that qualifies teams directly to VEX Worlds during the current
competition season. Eligible teams must submit their Engineering Notebook at VEX Worlds during the first
day of check-in. Teams that have won the Excellence Award at VEX Worlds in the previous three years are
not eligible for the Excellence Award at VEX Worlds. Eligible teams will be notified by email after the
second weekend in March.
Prequalification: To be eligible for the Design Award at VEX Worlds, a team must have been awarded the
Excellence Award or Design Award at an event that qualifies teams directly to VEX Worlds. Eligible teams
must submit their Engineering Notebook at VEX Worlds during the first day of check-in. Eligible teams will
be notified by email after the second weekend in March.
Thank you in advance for your time and insight! We appreciate all that RECF is doing to remain flexible to help students
continue to compete and learn during such a challenging time.

Answered by Competition Judging Committee

The judging guidelines for Remote VEX Worlds 2021 will be released in early March. These guidelines for both LRT
and LRS will supersede and clarify the process for teams in qualification, deadlines and submission requirements.
Hi! My students asked me to inquire about the official eligibility requirements for Worlds LRT and LRS
Excellence and Design Awards. They looked into the judging documents and judges addendum but
they haven't been officially updated since August 2020 and I know there have been a lot of changes
made to the Worlds events since then.
As of 2/22/21, are teams still required to win either the Excellence or Design Award at their Worlds
Qualifying event (example: States) in order to compete for Excellence and Design in their respective
Worlds Tournaments?
I have included quotes of pre-qualification requirements as of the most recent update: >
Prequalification: To be eligible for the Excellence Award at VEX Worlds, a team must have been
awarded the Excellence Award at an event that qualifies teams directly to VEX Worlds during the
current competition season. Eligible teams must submit their Engineering Notebook at VEX Worlds
during the first day of check-in. Teams that have won the Excellence Award at VEX Worlds in the
previous three years are not eligible for the Excellence Award at VEX Worlds. Eligible teams will be
notified by email after the second weekend in March.
> Prequalification: To be eligible for the Design Award at VEX Worlds, a team must have been
awarded the Excellence Award or Design Award at an event that qualifies teams directly to VEX
Worlds. Eligible teams must submit their Engineering Notebook at VEX Worlds during the first day of
check-in. Eligible teams will be notified by email after the second weekend in March. >
Thank you in advance for your time and insight! We appreciate all that RECF is doing to remain
flexible to help students continue to compete and learn during such a challenging time.

Previous Worlds Winners

In 2019, my elementary program (15294) won the Worlds Excellence Award. One of the stipulations, though, was that our
program could not be eligible to win Excellence at Worlds for the next 3 seasons. This would be our 2nd year in the
"ban," but I wasn't sure what that looked like this season. My two elementary teams both won Excellence at the Indiana
State Championship a couple weekends ago. We have signed up for the LRS World Championship, where it is my
understanding that an Excellence Award will be given in each division. Are my teams eligible to win Excellence this year
at Worlds? I just want to be able to inform my students so they can make proper performance and judging goals.

Answered by Competition Judging Committee

The current Judge Guide (dated 8/14/2020) contains these statements:
"Teams that have won the Excellence Award at VEX Worlds in the previous three years are not eligible for the
Excellence Award at VEX Worlds."
"To be eligible for the Excellence Award at VEX Worlds, a team must have been awarded the Excellence Award at
an event that qualifies teams directly to VEX Worlds during the current competition season."
"To be eligible for the Design Award at VEX Worlds, a team must have been awarded the Excellence Award or
Design Award at an event that qualifies teams directly to VEX Worlds."
These statements do not apply to any Remote VEX Worlds 2021 event.
Additionally, all Excellence Award winners at Remote VEX Worlds 2021 will be eligible for the Excellence award at
VEX Worlds 2022.
In 2019, my elementary program (15294) won the Worlds Excellence Award. One of the stipulations,
though, was that our program could not be eligible to win Excellence at Worlds for the next 3 seasons.
This would be our 2nd year in the "ban," but I wasn't sure what that looked like this season. My two
elementary teams both won Excellence at the Indiana State Championship a couple weekends ago.
We have signed up for the LRS World Championship, where it is my understanding that an Excellence
Award will be given in each division. Are my teams eligible to win Excellence this year at Worlds? I just
want to be able to inform my students so they can make proper performance and judging goals.

Design Notebook Link

I am a state event partner and this question just came up from a team. We wanted to know how Worlds would address
this question.
"If our team has a multi-part engineering notebook (one part for code, one part for design), are we allowed to submit the
full notebook as a link to a google drive folder with multiple documents inside? There are multiple GA teams who are in
this same situation, so it would be convenient if we were allowed to submit our work in this manner."
The judges info – Page 3-4 says it has to be submitted as a link. Is a link to a Google Drive with multiple files considered
a link?

Answered by Competition Judging Committee

I am a state event partner and this question just came up from a team. We wanted to know how
Worlds would address this question.
"If our team has a multi-part engineering notebook (one part for code, one part for design), are we
allowed to submit the full notebook as a link to a google drive folder with multiple documents inside?
There are multiple GA teams who are in this same situation, so it would be convenient if we were
allowed to submit our work in this manner."

The judges info – Page 3-4 says it has to be submitted as a link. Is a link to a Google Drive with
multiple files considered a link?
The Digital Engineering Notebook (DEN) link may only be submitted once and cannot be changed or resubmitted.
The DEN link must also be submitted within the deadlines provided in the qualification/invitation emails, the Remote
VEX Worlds judging documents, and the Remote Judging tab on the Remote VEX Worlds event websites.
The DEN link may point to a folder or other "container" such as a OneNote dashboard. However, the "common
sense" aspect of judging should always be considered. Ease of use is considered by judges reviewing bound
notebooks, and likewise will be considered by judges reviewing DEN's.
For example, if the DEN is one hundred pages and each page is a single PDF inside a linked folder, the DEN judge
would need to click one hundred links for one hundred individual PDF files to review the entire notebook. Navigating,
reviewing, and scoring a submission in this form may be considered difficult and impractical. If judging were inperson and a team submitted their one hundred page Engineering Notebook as one hundred bound notebooks with
one entry on one page of each notebook, then navigating, reviewing, and scoring a submission in this form may also
be considered difficult and impractical.
A DEN link to a single PDF document may be considered easy to navigate. A DEN link to a single folder or container
with links to only a few PDF's or documents that are clearly named may be considered easy to navigate. The most
important things to keep in mind are:
Common sense always applies to judging and the judging process.
The DEN link (and any associated links if the link points to a folder or container) must be accessible without a
password or permission request.
The DEN should be easy for DEN judges to use and navigate, just as bound notebooks should be easy for
judges to use and navigate.

Engineering notebook - updating after link submission

We are still updating our autonomous programming code as we speak.
can we continue to updating (adding content/pages) our digital engineering notebook after we send you the link to
our notebook?
if so, when will be the last date for adding new entries on our engineering notebook?

Answered by Competition Judging Committee

We are still updating our autonomous programming code as we speak.
can we continue to updating (adding content/pages) our digital engineering notebook after we
send you the link to our notebook?
if so, when will be the last date for adding new entries on our engineering notebook?
The Digital Engineering Notebook (DEN) link may only be submitted once and cannot be changed or resubmitted.
The DEN link must also be submitted within the deadlines provided in the qualification/invitation emails, the Remote
VEX Worlds judging documents, and the Remote Judging tab on the Remote VEX Worlds event websites.
Teams may continue to add content to the DEN after the link has been submitted as long as the link does not
change. DEN's without additional content after the link is submitted will not "count against" the review of the DEN by
the judges.

Question about possible changes to Worlds LRS Excellence Criteria

**I was instructed to post my question/email in the Official Q&A by my RSM.

My students had asked me a question about this season’s Worlds LRS Excellence Criteria and I wasn't able to answer it.
Based on their research, the team learned that for Worlds LRS, the 48-team divisions will be grouped in tiers based on
their skill level, and will not be randomly assigned like past seasons. They also learned that for the first time, each
division will award a Divisional Excellence Winner and there will not be an overall Worlds Excellence Winner.
Since there will be no teamwork rankings to factor into the Divisional Excellence benchmarks in the seeded LRS
competition, will the Divisional Excellence minimum skills criteria (currently they should be in the top 20%) be expanded
to reflect the changes in the divisional structure?
When my students were looking at these changes they noticed that mathematically, it seems like it becomes prohibitively
difficult for the top 48 teams placed in the highest skills division. Based on the current algorithm teams in the top division
would have to rank in the Top 10 in world skills to qualify for their Divisional Excellence vs. needing to rank Top 80 (ish) in
skills in the previous seasons to be considered for an overall World Excellence Winner in the past.
Will there be any changes to this season’s LRS Excellence benchmarks due to the seeded divisions? If so, may we
please get an estimate of when we can anticipate an update?
Thank you so much! I appreciate your help and support.

Answered by Competition Judging Committee

**I was instructed to post my question/email in the Official Q&A by my RSM.
My students had asked me a question about this season’s Worlds LRS Excellence Criteria and I
wasn't able to answer it.
Based on their research, the team learned that for Worlds LRS, the 48-team divisions will be grouped
in tiers based on their skill level, and will not be randomly assigned like past seasons. They also
learned that for the first time, each division will award a Divisional Excellence Winner and there will not
be an overall Worlds Excellence Winner.
Since there will be no teamwork rankings to factor into the Divisional Excellence benchmarks in the
seeded LRS competition, will the Divisional Excellence minimum skills criteria (currently they should
be in the top 20%) be expanded to reflect the changes in the divisional structure?
When my students were looking at these changes they noticed that mathematically, it seems like it
becomes prohibitively difficult for the top 48 teams placed in the highest skills division. Based on the
current algorithm teams in the top division would have to rank in the Top 10 in world skills to qualify for
their Divisional Excellence vs. needing to rank Top 80 (ish) in skills in the previous seasons to be
considered for an overall World Excellence Winner in the past.
Will there be any changes to this season’s LRS Excellence benchmarks due to the seeded divisions?
If so, may we please get an estimate of when we can anticipate an update?
Thank you so much! I appreciate your help and support.
Correct, there will not be an overall Excellence award. Rather there will be an Excellence award for each division of
48 teams (currently projected division size). Since there is no match play in LRS, match rankings cannot be used as
a criterion for the Excellence award. In this case, skills ranking will be a criterion for the Excellence award within
each division of 48 teams (currently projected division size). In other words, if there are 8 divisions of 48 teams in
VRC HS LRS, there would be 8 Excellence awards, and skills rankings will be evaluated for the Excellence award
only among the teams within each of those divisions.
Likewise for LRT, there is no skills play so skills rankings cannot be used as a criteron for the Excellence award. In
this case, match rankings will be a criterion for the Excellence award within each division of 48 teams (currently
projected division size).

Regarding when the Doc links will be reviewed for judging for world's LRS tournaments

Hello
This team has a followup question for www.robotevents.com/judging/2020-2021/QA/768.
Well, can you pls confirm when the judges will review these links. If they need now only for inventory is fine but if they will
review it before April 27th then I am not sure if updating the information helps later. So the ask from team is to know,
when the Doc link will be first reviewed or start for judging, this info be very helpful to set some expectation here to the
team. They are making a new robot and need time to update the Doc by last April 27th deadline for all.
That form is actually 2 parts/pages one for time selection and second for notebook, so if this is only for planning for Vexiq
tournament and not for judging before April 28th is good with team. Please proivde guidance here.

Answered by Competition Judging Committee

Hello
This team has a followup question for www.robotevents.com/judging/2020-2021/QA/768.
Well, can you pls confirm when the judges will review these links. If they need now only for inventory is
fine but if they will review it before April 27th then I am not sure if updating the information helps later.
So the ask from team is to know, when the Doc link will be first reviewed or start for judging, this info
be very helpful to set some expectation here to the team. They are making a new robot and need time
to update the Doc by last April 27th deadline for all.
That form is actually 2 parts/pages one for time selection and second for notebook, so if this is only for
planning for Vexiq tournament and not for judging before April 28th is good with team. Please proivde
guidance here.
We cannot provide a date when the Digital Engineering Notebook (DEN) will be reviewed. The DEN links are being
submitted on a rolling basis between March and the end of April and could be reviewed any time during that period.
The notebooks are considered current as of the date the DEN link is submitted.
Note that judges may review the notebooks multiple times depending on the quality of the notebook and how far the
team progresses in award deliberations. The engineering design process is fundamental to student learning and
mentors should remember that students benefit from engaging in the documentation and planning process that is
involved. Therefore we kindly remind mentors that the focus should be on student learning above winning awards.

VEX World Championship LRS Award Eligibility

My team asked me if it was necessary to submit their notebook and apply for an interview for the Skills-Only World
Championship. I told them it was not, but that they would not be considered for any judged awards. I guess what they
wanted to know is if they did not submit a notebook, for what awards would they be ineligible?

Answered by Competition Judging Committee

This question is answered in the Live Remote Skills - Remote Judge Guidelines and Processes document on page
2, as follows: "Note: Submission of a Digital Engineering Notebook is not required to request a judging interview or to
be eligible for most of the judged awards. However, submission of a Digital Engineering Notebook is required to be
eligible for the Excellence, Design, and Innovate Awards."
My team asked me if it was necessary to submit their notebook and apply for an interview for the SkillsOnly World Championship. I told them it was not, but that they would not be considered for any judged
awards. I guess what they wanted to know is if they did not submit a notebook, for what awards would
they be ineligible?

Gap Between Riser Stacks

We are confused what the proper field setup is supposed to be for skills. On the latest game manual and Field Appendix
there is no gap between the single and double stacks in any of the 4 scoring zone pictures. On the field appendix, we
thought there was a gap but it looks like it’s just an indicator line.
However, on the Field Assembly Instructions from the beginning of the season, April, 2020, there seems to be a very
small gap. Below are images from the latest Game Manual, Field Appendix and Field Assembly Instructions from last
April. If gap is allowed, I also included another picture to confirm if it is ok for us to setup our field this way with a gap this
big for our skills run.
bit.ly/3vfKVNP

Answered by Competition Judging Committee

This Q&A is for Judging questions. Your question relates to game play and should be posted on the Official VIQC
Q&A Forum. Here is a link: www.robotevents.com/VIQC/2020-2021/QA
We are confused what the proper field setup is supposed to be for skills. On the latest game manual
and Field Appendix there is no gap between the single and double stacks in any of the 4 scoring zone
pictures. On the field appendix, we thought there was a gap but it looks like it’s just an indicator line.
However, on the Field Assembly Instructions from the beginning of the season, April, 2020, there
seems to be a very small gap. Below are images from the latest Game Manual, Field Appendix and
Field Assembly Instructions from last April. If gap is allowed, I also included another picture to confirm
if it is ok for us to setup our field this way with a gap this big for our skills run.
bit.ly/3vfKVNP

Interviews ?

Are teams having an initial interview prior to the week of World's. My teams qualified for Worlds on April 17th. We have
registered and submitted the links for our journals prior to the April 28th date. I thought I read somewhere that teams
would have an interview the weekend of May 1 & 2 for this group of teams. I am trying to determine what to tell my
parents about the weekend. I have found the dates of interviews during Worlds, but nothing prior to. I am scheduled to be
a judge on the 2nd from 8-11. Clarification???

Answered by Competition Judging Committee

This depends on whether your team is registered for LRT or LRS Divisions at Worlds. It appears your team is
registered for LRT and thus you should carefully review the judging information for your event:
www.roboticseducation.org/documents/2021/03/vex-worlds-live-remote-tournament-remote-judging.pdf/
Team mentors are responsible for carefully reading and following the instructions in the document given the short
timeline involved. Additional questions can be sent your Regional Support Manager. Your Regional Support
Manager can be found on the REC Foundation website, at Roboticseducation.org
Are teams having an initial interview prior to the week of World's. My teams qualified for Worlds on
April 17th. We have registered and submitted the links for our journals prior to the April 28th date. I
thought I read somewhere that teams would have an interview the weekend of May 1 & 2 for this
group of teams. I am trying to determine what to tell my parents about the weekend. I have found the

dates of interviews during Worlds, but nothing prior to. I am scheduled to be a judge on the 2nd from 811. Clarification???

RE: Invite to compete in LRT in addition to LRS- eligible for judged awards?

Hi!
Sorry for all of the Q&A questions. We recently got a time sensitive invite to compete in LRT in addition to LRS, which we
are already registered for. If our team opts to do both, are they eligible for all aspects of the competition or are they
eligible for only performance based awards? Will they do one more LRT interview if they are eligible (via notebook
ranking) or would they just use their existing LRS interview? I just wanted to be able to fully explain the scope of the
special circumstances to my students since this information isn't readily available for us. Thank you so much for your help
in clarifying for us! We appreciate all that you do to support the students, especially in such a challenging season.

Answered by Competition Judging Committee

Teams are not eligible for judged awards in more than one 2021 VEX Robotics World Championship event. In your
case, your team was registered for LRS and the invitation to additionally register for LRT came some time later, so
your team is eligible only for judged awards in the LRS event.
Hi!
Sorry for all of the Q&A questions. We recently got a time sensitive invite to compete in LRT in addition
to LRS, which we are already registered for. If our team opts to do both, are they eligible for all aspects
of the competition or are they eligible for only performance based awards? Will they do one more LRT
interview if they are eligible (via notebook ranking) or would they just use their existing LRS interview?
I just wanted to be able to fully explain the scope of the special circumstances to my students since
this information isn't readily available for us. Thank you so much for your help in clarifying for us! We
appreciate all that you do to support the students, especially in such a challenging season.

Notebook Question

I have a team that is mostly native Spanish Speakers, and the rest of the team is Spanish Immersion. They would like to
write their notebook in Spanish. The rubric does not state either way if English is mandatory. Can my scholars write their
engineering notebook in Spanish?

Answered by Competition Judging Committee

I have a team that is mostly native Spanish Speakers, and the rest of the team is Spanish Immersion.
They would like to write their notebook in Spanish. The rubric does not state either way if English is
mandatory. Can my scholars write their engineering notebook in Spanish?
On page 20 of the updated Judge Guide, there is clarification for this circumstance. While no language is specified, if
the language used in a notebook is not in common use where an event is being held, it is the responsibility of the
team to provide judges with a translation along with the original notebook, or provide the original language version
on its own with the understanding that judges may not be able to understand written text as thoroughly.
From the Judge Guide:

Note: If a team is presenting their engineering notebook to judges in a language that is not common for the region, it
is the team’s responsibility to provide a translated copy of their engineering notebook along with the original
language version. Adults on a team may assist with the translation of the notebook, but should be translating wordfor-word to keep the translation as faithful as possible to the original document created by the students.

Digital vs. Paper Notebook

I strongly believe that a bound engineering notebook is the best practice for students (especially at the elementary level).
In this year's Engineering Notebook Rubric, it appears that the 5-point bonus for a bound notebook has been eliminated
and replaced with a 5-point bonus for a "time stamp that can be confirmed."
Can someone explain this? Are paper notebooks still being accepted at local/State/World events, and is there still a 5point bonus for their paper notebook being bound?

Answered by Competition Judging Committee

In the updated Judge Guide, the wording for the 5 point bonus is as follows:
"Five (5) points if the notebook has appropriate evidence that documentation was done in sequence with the design
process. Examples of this would include signed and dated entries in a bound notebook, or time stamps generated by
digital collaboration platforms. "
This season, Event Partners will decide whether they are going to be asking for physical notebooks, or digitally
submitted notebooks. If an Event Partner chooses to have all notebooks turned in at the event then a digital
notebook would need to be printed, therefore this type of notebook is allowed but not bound. The adjustment to the
rubric was to give judges the ability to award the 5 point bonus to all notebooks who meet this criteria, not just teams
that have a bound notebook.

Removal of 5 pt Bound Notebook Bonus/Confirmed Time Stamp Clarification

As always, I am very thankful for the REC Foundation's efforts to give our students a great robotics season. I appreciate
your efforts to change with the times and make adjustments based on the unusual circumstances we’ve had to deal with
over the last two seasons. Your efforts are seen and appreciated. Thank you!
With that said, I wanted to respectfully share a concern regarding the new judging guide and rubric. There are some
changes that I appreciate, as well as one change that seems very unfair to the students. I’d like to share my concern with
hopes you will reconsider. According to the guide, 5 points will no longer be awarded for a bound, handwritten notebook.
Instead, the rubric says that it will be awarded to notebooks with a confirmed time stamp. If this rule was declared and
shared when the new game came out, that would be fine. The problem is that some teams have been handwriting
notebooks for over three months. It is now possible that these teams will not be able to have a confirmed time-stamped
notebook since the rule was changed partway into the season. It seems grossly unjust to punish teams who have been
putting in their time while keeping a contemporaneous record of their design and building process. Some teams have
already written over 100 pages. Why? Because that has always been what the REC Foundation desired. These students,
who would prefer to type their notebook, have been diligently working at it for over three months, only to be told that the
rules have been changed on them. The simple, fair, and reasonable fix would be to add the 5 points for a handwritten,
bound notebook back into the rubric since that is what the rubric required when the season started, while also keeping
the confirmed time stamp rule. For the fairness of the students, would you please reconsider?
As an event partner, I would also love clarification regarding what a "confirmed time stamp" is. According to the Judge
Guide, digital notebooks have to be printed out for in-person tournaments. Maybe I'm confused about how the
timestamps work, but will they show on each page if the notebook is printed out? Also, the guide says, "The 5-point
bonus is applied to all Engineering Notebooks with “confirmed time stamps” regardless of the type of Engineering
Notebook. The Judge Advisor will use reasonable discretion to determine whether a time stamp is chronological and will
apply that standard consistently to all submissions at the event." Is a signed and dated handwritten notebook considered
a "confirmed time stamp"? Or can they type rather than handwrite, and just paste it into the notebook with it signed and

dated? Can that be a "confirmed time stamp"? If a date simply has to be typed into a digital notebook, what will keep a
team from going back and changing their notebook throughout the season?
Thank you for hearing me out. I don’t want to be a complainer, as I know that these kinds of decisions are not easy. But I
also want to be an advocate for these passionate, hardworking students. I just love this program and what it does for the
kids involved! I want to see them encouraged and not discouraged. I look forward to your response.

Answered by Competition Judging Committee

In the updated Judge Guide, the wording for the 5 point bonus is as follows:
"Five (5) points if the notebook has appropriate evidence that documentation was done in sequence with the design
process. Examples of this would include signed and dated entries in a bound notebook, or time stamps generated by
digital collaboration platforms. "
Additional information from the Judge Guide: The 5-point bonus for having a bound notebook has been removed and
replaced with a 5-point bonus for submissions of paper, printed, or digital submissions containing evidence that
documentation was done in sequence with the design process. This change to the rubric is meant to allow judges to
award the 5-point bonus for submissions that provided appropriate evidence of sequential work irrespective of the
notebook submission format.
Examples of this would include signed and dated entries in a bound notebook, or time stamps generated by digital
collaboration platforms. The Judge Advisor will use reasonable discretion to determine whether evidence is sufficient
to warrant the bonus, and will apply that standard consistently to all submissions at the event. When there is doubt or
question regarding evidence, the benefit of doubt should be given to the team.
The overall goal of this change to the rubric was to allow natively digital and natively physical notebooks to be
evaluated equitably. This season will see some Event Partners ask for digitally submitted notebooks - some of which
will be natively digital, and teams with physical notebooks will need to be scanned or uploaded. Alternatively, some
events will still call for physical notebooks - and teams with natively digital notebooks will need to print out a physical
copy. In all of these circumstances, the new rubric allows Judging to be done to all teams at an event with an
equitable standard and a common rubric.

Digital vs. Paper notebooks 5pt

I am an event partner who just hosted a tournament this weekend. At the event no team submitted a digital copy of their
journal. Why has the rubric been changed to take a bonus for bound journals and being given to teams with digital
journals? I understand the impact of time stamping for virtual events? Why not have it worded as to include time stamp
for digital and bound for paper copies?
The advantage is being given to teams who utilize digital and a 5 point spread can be negatively a HUGE spread if
tournaments except both forms of journals.
At this event, it was not an issue, but what about signature events and/or World's?
My teams are attending a signature event at the end of the month, should they take both forms?

Answered by Competition Judging Committee

In the updated Judge Guide, the wording for the 5 point bonus in the Engineering Notebook rubric is as follows:
"Five (5) points if the notebook has appropriate evidence that documentation was done in sequence with the design
process. Examples of this would include signed and dated entries in a bound notebook, or time stamps generated by
digital collaboration platforms. "
This season, Event Partners will decide whether they are going to be asking for physical notebooks, or digitally
submitted notebooks. The adjustment to the rubric was to give judges the ability to award the 5 point bonus to all

notebooks who meet this criteria, not just teams that have a bound notebook. One form of notebook does not have
any inherent advantage over the other.
Additional information from the Judge Guide: The 5-point bonus for having a bound notebook has been removed and
replaced with a 5-point bonus for submissions of paper, printed, or digital submissions containing evidence that
documentation was done in sequence with the design process. This change to the rubric is meant to allow judges to
award the 5-point bonus for submissions that provided appropriate evidence of sequential work irrespective of the
notebook submission format.
Examples of this would include signed and dated entries in a bound notebook, or time stamps generated by digital
collaboration platforms. The Judge Advisor will use reasonable discretion to determine whether evidence is sufficient
to warrant the bonus, and will apply that standard consistently to all submissions at the event. When there is doubt or
question regarding evidence, the benefit of doubt should be given to the team.
The overall goal of this change to the rubric was to allow natively digital and natively physical notebooks to be
evaluated equitably. This season will see some Event Partners ask for digitally submitted notebooks - some of which
will be natively digital, and teams with physical notebooks will need to be scanned or uploaded. Alternatively, some
events will still call for physical notebooks - and teams with natively digital notebooks will need to print out a physical
copy. In all of these circumstances, the new rubric allows Judging to be done to all teams at an event with an
equitable standard and a common rubric.

Multiple Notebooks

On the Design Rubric is states that Notebooks must be bound.
Are teams limited to one single notebook?
Should judges deduct points if you fill the first notebook and thus start a second bound notebook or just separate
documentation into more than one bound notebook?

Answered by Competition Judging Committee

A bound notebook is not required. The revised Judge Guide for the current season includes a revised Engineering
Notebook rubric in which the former 5-point bonus for a bound notebook has been changed to be inclusive of other
notebook formats, including digital notebooks, and is no longer solely tied to the notebook being bound.
If a team has multiple notebooks, all of them will be judged together as documentation of a team's design process.
Teams should not be penalized for this.

Power point presentation

Are teams allowed to have a power point presentation for judge's interviews? i have seen them a few years ago, but I
don't think they were allowed last year

Answered by Competition Judging Committee

The judging process is based around judges directly asking students open ended questions about their robot in order
to shed light on their design process, teamwork, and journey throughout the season, and asking follow-up questions
depending on the natural flow of this conversation.
A scripted speech or presentation does not fit this interview model.

Is adult presence during a worlds team interview mandatory?

On the Remote Judging Guidelines and Processes page, the following is stated:
" The adult must have their camera on and be visible with the team at all times. The adult may not
participate in the interview (other than answering the background questions listed below)"
Does this mean that we must have an adult present (we are a student-driven organization) and that we are not allowed to
answer the questions meant for the adult?

Answered by Competition Judging Committee

The information you cited explicitly answers this question: Every team interviewed must have an adult visible at all
times for the duration of the call. After that adult answers a short series of questions at the start of the interview, all
questions must be answered by students.
Please read the Remote Judging Guidelines and Processes in its entirety for additional clarification.

Teams may not share a screen in Zoom?

For the remote judging, it says "Teams may not share a screen in Zoom". Does this mean that all team members must
log in to Zoom from separate computers, rather than all being in a room, visible on the Zoom screen together?
Thank you, cyndy

Answered by Competition Judging Committee

"Teams may not share a screen in Zoom" refers to a team sharing their screen in order to show the judges
something on their computer.
Teams can join their interview from a single computer logged into Zoom, or from multiple computers by sharing the
link they are provided by our judging team.

SpinUp question

In the competition VRC 2022 SpinUp?1.Can I get the score by touching the tile with a rope? 2.If the rope doesn't touch
the tile, does it score only in vertical space? thanks.

Answered by Competition Judging Committee

This is the Judging Q&A. For game related questions, please visit the Spin Up Official Q&A.

Excellence Award criteria from Robot Skills Challenges

GDC,
p16 of the 8/15/22 Guide to Judging states the following at the 4th bullet under "Key criteria of the Excellence Award are:"
Be ranked in the top 5 or top 20% of teams (whichever is greater) at the conclusion of the Robot Skills
Challenges if Robot Skills Challenges are offered at the event
I have always assumed the "teams" referenced the number of teams competing at the tournament same as quals, but
someone asked me recently if "teams" actually means the number of teams at the tournament who completed at least 1
skills run, which is often a subset of teams from the tournament. Can you please clarify the context of 'teams' in this case?
Thank you for your time and consideration.

Answered by Competition Judging Committee

"Teams" in this instance refers to teams in the rankings for Robot Skills.
For example, if a 30 team event has 20 teams participating in Robot Skills, 20% of 20 teams would be 4 teams. The
criteria of the Excellence Award state that the top 20% of teams or top 5 teams, (whichever is greater) would meet
the criteria.
In this example, the top 5 teams in the Robot Skills Rankings would be considered to have met the criteria.
If all 30 teams had participated in skills, 20% of 30 teams would come out to 6 teams that would have met this
criteria.

Judging Notebooks - Digital vs. Paperwork

Good afternoon - I was told by my EEM that they are strictly enforcing the rule to choose between judging either physical
or digital notebooks at my next event. As it stands, if a team has a digital notebook, I require teams to submit a link to
their digital notebook by midnight the night before our event and then all notebooks (digital and physical) are judged that
day (I set up a PC in the room for access). I picked midnight because I figured most middle and elementary students are
in bed by then (physical or digital) and don't really add anything after that time. I thought this was most fair as neither
group is limited in opportunity and all notebooks are viewed on the same day - some schools may have easier access to
one medium or the other. What are you all doing in this situation? I welcome your thoughts. - pat

Answered by Competition Judging Committee

According to the Guide to Judging - Specifically the last bullet point on page 29.
Some events may want to conduct a variation on this evaluation format. The overriding principle
remains that all notebook submissions are to be evaluated in the same manner at an event and no
format is given preference or advantage over another
In this instance, some notebooks are being submitted remotely, and others are being submitted in person. Therefore,
all notebooks are not being evaluated in the same manner, which is contrary to the citation above.
Different formats may introduce bias in how the notebooks are viewed and evaluated. Specifically, in the time-limitintensive environment of an in-person event, it may be easier to flip through pages of a physical notebook than it is
to view notebooks online, thus potentially giving some teams an advantage based on the format of the notebook.
Other scenarios might involve the unavailability of internet service, issues with gaining access to notebook links due
to firewalls, or other scenarios that would disadvantage some notebooks, and advantage others, when accepting
both physical and digital formats at the same event.

To ensure all teams are being assessed under the same circumstances, either all notebooks should be printed out
by teams and brought to the event physically, or all notebooks should be submitted digitally. That puts all teams on
an even playing field and removes any advantage or perceived advantage of one form of notebook over the other.

Rubric mentions "Fully Explained" a lot

The Official Team Interview Rubric references "Fully Explained" frequently. Can we please get an explination of what
"Fully explained" means. Preferably the answer would be in "Fully Explained" format. Thanks in advance.

Answered by Competition Judging Committee

The term "Fully Explained" appears in the Team Interview Rubric. This descriptor appears in the Expert column of
the three proficiency levels of Expert, Proficient, and Emerging. Proficient awards fewer points than Expert, and
Emerging awards fewer points than Proficient.
"Fully Explained" means "explained to the fullest extent" and must be evaluated within the context of the terms
"limited" in the Proficient column, and "not" in the Emerging column to indicate degrees of explanation. A "Fully
Explained" criterion would be grounded in a comprehensive response, while "limited" would indicate a response that
does not rise to the level of "fully." The Emerging column would indicate a less complete response than that of a
Proficient response.
The goal of these rubrics is not to provide a comprehensive quantitative matrix for the team interview, but rather to
help sort responses into categories that serve as a baseline for judge deliberations and the judges' individual
qualitative judgment.

Misalignment of "Team Interviews Rubric" and "Award Descriptions for Judges Room"
documents

The team interview rubric evaluates teams on criterion that are not in alignment with the "Award Descriptions for Judges
Room" document. For example the Build award criterion on the rubric is "Students can fully explain their robot
construction. Ownership of the robot build is evident".
The "Award Descriptions for Judges Room" document says: ? Robot construction is durable and robust ? Robot is
reliable on the field and holds up under competition conditions ? Robot is designed with attention to safety and detail ?
Students understand and explain how they worked together to develop their robot design ? Exhibit a high-quality team
interview ? Team interview demonstrates effective communication skills, teamwork, professionalism, and a student
centered ethos
Why is it that we are asked to use the mandatory rubric yet there are 6 bullet points of criteria that should be considered?
Which document is intended to be the go to reference? Are judges expected to evaluate "Robot construction is durable
and robust" on notes on the side? Note: Rubrics may not be modified and must be used. The rubric hinders judges from
evaluating teams based on the criteria in "Award Descriptions for Judges Room" RECF has room for improvement here.
Does the "Award Descriptions for Judges Room" document supersede the rubric? Is the rubric intended only for the
excellence and design or all awards? (This is not clear from the certification course)

Answered by Competition Judging Committee

The Team Interview Rubric is designed to be a general rubric to help guide the Judge's interview for a team. The
Award Descriptions are designed to inform a particular award. The two sources of information work in tandem. One
does not supersede the other. Page 12 of the Guide to Judging explicitly states that ALL team interviews should be

evaluated using the Team Interview rubric. The rubric is an instrument to be used to evaluate all teams for all
awards being offered at the event, not just used the Excellence Award, or the Design Award, or for candidates for
any other specific awards.
The mandatory use of the rubric is designed to help give all teams some degree of uniformity of topics for team
interviews. It would not only be formulaic to include rubrics for every award, but it would also generate a lot of
paperwork for judges to fill out. Thus the Team Interview rubric is a sort of big picture view of the interview, and the
Team Interview Notes form has space for more elaborate information to be recorded. Judges may also prefer to
record free-form notes.
The Award Descriptions are not misaligned with the Interview Rubric - they are serving two different functions.
Using the example of the Build Award, the award description is divided into a few bullet points:
• Robot construction is durable and robust
• Robot is reliable on the field and holds up under competition conditions
These two bullet points indicate that the Build award should not go to a team whose robot has a tendency to break
down. That would be both ironic and undesirable. This also points judges to look at how the robot behaves on the
field as a part of the process for determining the Build Award winner.
• Robot is designed with attention to safety and detail
• Students understand and explain how they worked together to develop their robot design
These next two bullet points point directly to student explanations of their build during the interview. Teams that are
candidates for the Build Award should be working with an attention to detail, with safety being a paramount concern.
Teams should not be earn the Build Award with a robot that is unsafe. A robot whose construction that cannot be
explained by the team that built it raises a number of red flags regarding the student ownership of the design and
build process.
• Exhibit a high quality team interview
• Team interview demonstrates effective communication skills, teamwork, professionalism, and a
student-centered ethos
These last bullet points are directly related to a team being Student Centered and their effectiveness at
communicating about their robot's construction. Most awards do have an interview component based around being
able to communicate about the topics which describe the award. This communication helps judges evaluate the
team's student-centeredness. A low scoring interview might raise questions about the level of student involvement.
The Team Interview Rubric is one data point that attempts to quantify what is otherwise a subjective process, which
is why the term "high quality" is intentionally not defined. The rubric is to guide judges in their deliberations without
overly quantifying student responses.
The intent of having Award Descriptions alongside the Team Interview Rubric is to coalesce the interview into
general topics via the rubric. Then judges will proceed into a deeper discussion of the merits of a team for a specific
award, during deliberations and by conducting any follow-up interviews (if needed). For example, a judge group may
flag a team as being a great candidate for the Build award in the initial interview. Then, follow-up interviews of that
team, plus other Build Award candidate teams, can elicit more information with which the judges can hold more
informed deliberations to come up with a final decision.

Printed Version History

For an event that is judging Engineering Notebooks in a physical format, is it acceptable that judges require a team with a
Digital Engineering Notebook submit a printed version history along with the printed copy of their Digital Engineering
Notebook?

Answered by Competition Judging Committee

Section 5 of the Guide to Judging outlines the process for evaluating Engineering Notebooks. In the overview of this
section, the following verbiage exists:
Teams may use the notebook available from VEX Robotics, or they may purchase a different form of
physical notebook. Teams may also use any one of various computer applications or cloud-based
services available for digitally creating and maintaining a Digital Engineering Notebook. Please see the
section on Remote Judging for more information on Digital Engineering Notebook submissions.
Regardless of the format, all notebooks are evaluated by the Judges according to the same award
criteria and rubric.
Further in this section, a list of elements is provided to assist judges in determining what they should find in an
Engineering Notebook. Note, this list says "should contain", it does NOT say "must contain". Two items from this list
are:
Each page/entry chronologically numbered and dated
Each page/entry signed or initialed by a student author
Furthermore, the Engineering Notebook Rubric identifies the criteria that judges will use to evaluate all Engineering
Notebooks (physical and digital). This rubric includes a Notebook Format criteria, which states:
Five (5) points if the notebook has evidence that documentation was done in sequence with the design
process. This can take the form of dated entries with the names of contributing students included. The
notebook should also include a table of contents with entries organized for future reference.
Considering this, requiring teams with Digital Engineering Notebooks to provide ancillary documentation such as a
printed version history would run contrary to the Guide to Judging in two ways:
1.
Because there is no analogous documentation required for physical notebooks, teams with Digital
Engineering Notebooks would be treated differently due to the format of their notebook, which is contrary to
the principle of Consistency found in the Guide to Judging.
2.
Version history for Digital Engineering Notebooks is a requirement that does not exist in the Guide to Judging.

Key Criteria for Excellence at Blended Events

The Guide to Judging includes the following criteria for the Excellence Award:
Be at or near the top of all Engineering Notebook Rubric rankings
Be ranked in the top 10 or top 30% of teams (whichever is greater) at the conclusion of qualifying matches
Be ranked in the top 5 or top 20% of teams (whichever is greater) at the conclusion of the Robot Skills Challenges
if Robot Skills Challenges are offered at the event
When hosting a blended event where two Excellence Awards are being given out, such as an IQ event with ES and MS
teams, or a VRC event with MS and HS teams, should the ranking criteria be separated by grade level?
For instance, at a blended VRC event where an Excellence Award is being given out for high school and a separate
Excellence Award is being given out for middle school, one MS team ranks in the top 5 or top 20% of the skills scores,
and all the other ranked teams are in the HS division. Is there then only one MS team eligible for the MS Excellence
Award? Or should the judges separate the skills scores by division and then rank them?

Answered by Competition Judging Committee

If an event is offering two grade level specific Excellence Awards, Skills and Qualification rankings should be
separated by grade level for deliberations so that teams are only being compared against other teams of the same
grade level for each award.
In the case of a blended event with both grade levels represented and only one Excellence Award being offered, the
overall (blended) rankings should be used since all teams at the event are being evaluated for the same award.
The circumstances under which one or two Excellence Awards are offered at events are stated in the Qualifying
Criteria.

Points for Notebook Format

From the last row of the design rubric:
NOTEBOOK FORMAT - Five (5) points if the notebook has evidence that documentation was done in
sequence with the design process. This can take the form of dated entries with the names of contributing
students included. The notebook should also include a table of contents with entries organized for future
reference.
If a team has a table of contents that is missing a couple of entries, how should this be graded?
Would it be OK to give a team a 4 if the criteria is mostly followed but not completely?
If it is a 5 or a zero, how "bad" does it have to be to get the zero?

Answered by Competition Judging Committee

The Notebook Format line of the Engineering Notebook Rubric is meant to be evaluated as either 5 points or zero
points without granularity in between.
If in your example, the notebook would hypothetically score 4 points out of 5, that notebook should be given the
benefit of the doubt and given the full 5 points. The Engineering Notebook Rubric does have a "Notes " area - this is
where a judge can note observations about the notebook (eg. entries were missing), and that information can assist
in the deliberation process.
Note that the Engineering Notebook Rubric is a tool for initial notebook evaluations to determine eligibility for the
Design and Innovate awards through quantitative comparison. The final determination of those award winners are
done through further qualitative deliberation among judges.

